Cbf14 copy number variation in the A, B, and D genomes of diploid and polyploid wheat.
Freezing tolerance and winter hardiness are complex traits. In the Triticeae, two loci on the group 5 chromosome homoeologs are repeatedly identified as having major effects on these traits. Recently, we found that segments of the genomic region at one of these loci, Frost resistance-2 (Fr-2) is copy number variable in barley. Freezing-tolerant winter-hardy genotypes have greater tandem copy numbers of the genomic region encompassing the C-repeat binding factor genes Cbf2A and Cbf4B at Fr-H2 than the less freezing-tolerant nonwinter-hardy genotypes. Here we report that in wheat the Cbf14 gene at Fr-2 is copy number variable. Using DNA blot hybridizations, we estimated copy numbers of Cbf14 across the different genomes of diploid and polyploid wheat. Copy numbers of Cbf14 are lower in the B genome than in the A and D genomes across all ploidy levels. Among hexaploid red wheats, winter genotypes harbor greater Cbf14 copy numbers than spring genotypes. Cbf14 copy numbers also vary across the red winter wheats such that hard wheats harbor greater copy numbers than soft wheats. Analysis of hexaploid wheat chromosome 5 substitution lines indicates that Cbf14 copy numbers in the introgressions are stable in the different backgrounds. Taken together our data suggest that higher copy number states existed in the diploid wild ancestors prior to the polyploidization events and that the loss of Cbf14 copies occurred in the cultivated germplasm.